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The Anglo-Saxons were a people who inhabited Great Britain from the 5th century. The archaeological evidence agrees with this earlier timescale. The most developed vision of a continuation in sub-Roman Britain, with control over its... Alfred knew that literature and learning, both in English and in Latin, were very... Genetic studies have tackled the question of Anglo-Saxon ancestry before, They were also slightly taller than the average for Roman Britain,... towns that have received sufficient archaeological intervention so... The study of Anglo-Saxon England is characterised by a number of debates These include questions about Romano-British survival, early Anglo-Saxon... Is it necessary to assume an apartheid-like social structure in Early... archaeological material: Settlements, landscape history, burial ritual as a whole rather... If there were comparable published English studies no doubt they would display a... The attacks on Roman Britain during the late third century CE forced... This thesis is the result of a decision to extend the approach used by me when examining Irish burial practices, to a review of the archaeological and...